
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

La raza cósmica 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Mia Russell 
ミアより 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

Coalesce 

I rub an idle finger over the smooth grain, 
The photograph glistening like a wedding band. 
I am washed over with a profound sense of identity 
As other people’s memories flow through my veins, 
A nostalgic tide flooding my body. 
 
My grandfather proudly lumps an arm around his bride, 
A stern face unaware of a smile shining through bright eyes 
Serving his country, this first-generation American flew like an eagle, 
Leaving behind dusty fields, desolate lands, but not his heritage 
No, the dreams of his parents will remain always, 
Unforgotten, barely tucked away in a corner of his mind 
 
My grandmother, young and innocent, accepts his gesture, 
Becoming his lantern, his light, illuminating his days, months, years. 
Her own face holds not a single crease, her life has yet to trace adversity 
Her own eyes hold the gleam of an artist, a seamstress, a sculptor 
And see the world as a blank canvas, uncut textile, shapeless clay 
 
Of opposite worlds, they converge 
Dust off their smooth edges to find corresponding frays 
Fitting together like two pieces of a jigsaw puzzle 
Ready to join together, painting a picture of aspiration, 
Weaving a web to America.  
 
May 2007  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Not too long ago, Newsweek  

officially declared it  

“hip”  

to be multiracial .  
 

 
 
 

America loves us all in our half-caste glory. 

 

 

 

                              They didn’t always 



 

“power is the  

  multiplicity of force 
 relations immanent in the 

sphere in which they operate” 
 

 

societies  

  drained of their essence,  

 cultures trampled underfoot,  

 institutions undermined,  

lands confiscated,  

 religions smashed, 

magnificent artistic creations 

destroyed, 

extraordinary  

        possibilities  
             wiped out 

 
 

 



 
 
Re: story  
 
  

Sent:Monday, November 26, 2012 7:38 
PM  

To:  Mia Russell 
 
 
 
 
 
That was a long time ago, late 70s?, early 80s? perhaps.  
The INS were making a "sweep" on the north side which was and still is a 
predominantly hispanic neighbourhood. 
  
I had gone for a late breakfast in a small taqueria and I have always had a bad habit of 
reading while I eat. Anyway I had grabbed one of those throw away publications 
which was all that was available as reading material and had my head down as I ate 
and read when several agents came in and began questioning and rounding up several 
customers (undocumented I guess). 
  
About then a young looking member of the group came to me and demanded to see 
my green card (had he asked for I.D. I would have complied) and that irritated the hell 
out of me, so without looking up I reached in my wallet, pulled out my  
American Express Card (green) and tossed it on the table while I continued to eat and 
read. Now, he is pissed and begins talking to me in heavily accented Spanish telling 
me not to get smart etc. and that is when I pulled out my Military (retired) card which 
is also green and stood up demanding to know what cause he had to request a green 
card from me rather than to just ask for identification. I was getting pretty much in his 
face when a senior agent heard our discussion, came over and after a few private 
words with him they all left. 
  
I must mention that during those years there was some question as to where their legal 
authority extended and whether local law enforcement should or should not assist 
them. They frequently raided agricultural fields but were seldom seen in urbanized 
business districts.  
  
Love you baby. N.S. 
  



Pappy 
 
 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 9066 

February 19, 1942    

Whereas, the successful prosecution of the war requires every possible protection 
against espionage and against sabotage to national-defense material, national-defense 

premises and national defense utilities as defined in Section 4, Act of April 20, 

1918, 40 Stat. 533, as amended by the Act of November 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1220. and the 

Act of August 21, 1941, 55 Stat. 655 (U.S.C.01 Title 50, Sec. 104):  

Now therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United 
States, and Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, I hereby authorize and direct the 

Secretary of War, and the Military Commanders whom he may from time to time designate, 

whenever he or any designated Commander deems such action to be necessary or 

desirable, to prescribe military areas in such places and of such extent as he or the 

appropriate Military Commander may determine, from which any or all persons may be 

excluded, and with respect to which, the right of any persons to enter, remain in, or 

leave shall be subject to whatever restriction the Secretary of War or the appropriate 

Military Commander may impose in his discretion.  

The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to provide for residents of any such area 

who are excluded therefrom, such transportation, food, shelter, and other 

accommodations as may be necessary, in the judgment of the Secretary of War or the 

said Military Commander, and until other arrangements are made, to accomplish the 

purpose of this order. The designation of military areas in any region or locality 

shall supersede designations of prohibited and restricted areas by the Attorney 

General under the Proclamation of December 7 and 8, 1941, and shall supercede the 

responsibility and authority of the Attorney General under the said Proclamations in 

respect of such prohibited and restricted areas.  

I hereby further authorize and direct the Secretary of War and the said Military 

Commanders to take such other steps as he or the appropriate Military Commander may 

deem advisable to enforce compliance with the restrictions applicable to each military 

area herein above authorized to be designated, including the use of Federal troops and 

other Federal Agencies, with authority to accept assistance of state and local 

agencies.  

I hereby further authorize and direct all Executive Departments, independent 

establishments and other Federal Agencies, to assist the Secretary of War or the said 

Military Commanders in carrying out this Executive Order, including the furnishing of 

medical aid, hospitalization, food, clothing, transportation, use of land, shelter, 

and other supplies, equipment, utilities, facilities and services.  

This order shall not be construed as modifying or limiting in any way the authority 

heretofore granted under Executive Order No. 8972, dated December 12, 1941, nor shall 

it be construed as limiting or modifying the duty and responsibility of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, with respect to the investigations of alleged acts of 

sabotage or the duty and responsibility of the Attorney General and the Department of 

Justice under the Proclamations of December 7 and 8, 1941, prescribing regulations for 

the conduct and control of alien enemies, except as such duty and responsibility is 

superseded by the designation of military areas hereunder.    

Signed, 



Franklin D. Roosevelt  

The White House 

February 19, 1942    

 

 

 

 

 



 

As a Japanese-Mexican-Caucasian multiracial, I am a 
hyphenated American. As a multi-racial, I am not 
completely the ethnic “other,” but neither am I 

completely white. And as my non-white part is composed 

equally of Japanese and Mexican, I am further 

stratified into belonging to multiple groups. Just as 
I can identify myself as belonging to several races, I 

can be identified by each of these races or through my 

own experiences of exclusion as not fully belonging to 

any of them. This goes for my upbringing, my culture, 

as well as my phenotype. Through my interactions with 

others, I have experiences of being racialized as well 

as being unmarked or “normal.” However, I was raised 

to see myself with a consciousness of being 

multi-racial or multi-cultural, and I identify with 

being racialized as Japanese and Mexican more than I 

do with being an unmarked Caucasian.  

Questions like “what are you?” and labels such 
as “ exotic, interesting, unique” have come to be a 
common occurrence for me, as I am variously racialized 

by Mexicans as Japanese, by Japanese as Mexican, by 

whites as both, and by both as white. Not being fully 

accepted by either side but partially by all is at 

once an unsettling and liberating experience. 

 

Race is a performance. 
 

I realize my identification with those cultures is 

largely symbolic as an act of resistance to the 
dominant culture in Idaho which I often viewed as 

overly homogenous and lacking culture. While the 
cultural affiliations I have may be viewed as small, 

symbolic acts, I valued them greatly and applied them 



to a fierce identification with my Mexican and 

Japanese heritage.  
I am the daughter of a half-Japanese half-Mexican mother 

and a Caucasian father. Phenotypically, people often identify me 

subjectively as belonging to one or none of these groups, as I 

have ambiguous features that don’t fit into society’s 

pre-selected discrete racial categories. If you picked me apart, 

reading my body for clues, you probably couldn’t place me. I 

grew up reading my body as such: I have large, dark, almond 

shaped eyes and a “Western” nose, my hair grows up like a 

Japanese person’s but is fine, wavy, and brown like my father’s. 

I have Japanese “sideburns” but more body hair than Asians 

typically have, said to be from my Mexican side. My skin is 

olive, tanning quickly and darkly in the summers but naturally a 

pale beige with yellow undertones in the winter. I don’t sunburn 

and I don’t freckle. I’ve had Japanese people tell me I look 

Spanish because of my dark features and big eyes, Hispanic 

people tell me I look Asian, and people from all groups tell me 

they thought I was full Caucasian. To further confuse things, 

people often don’t know how to identify my parents either. While 

my mom is equally Mexican and Japanese, she is often mistaken 

for any brand of Latina or most frequently as Filipina. While my 

father is full Caucasian, from a historically “American” 

tradition stretching back to the Mayflower, he has the somewhat 

confusing features of hooded eyelids and tan skin. I’ve had 

friends that even after knowing my family for years and 

frequently interacting with both parents assume that my father 

was the Mexican parent and my mother was the Japanese parent, or 

vice versa. For this reason, I’ve also had many people mistake 



me as being fully biracial Japanese-Mexican and not recognize 

the Caucasian heritage.  The individual experiences of my 

parents and myself, as well as my brothers, demonstrate the 

limitations of phenotype in signifying genotype or racial 

ancestry.  

 

The city in which I live is 96% white. 
 

Categorical organizations of racial groups 

echo the mainstream American cognitive 

structure, in which surveys asked one to 

mark a box of Caucasian, Asian, Black, 

Hispanic or non-Hispanic, perhaps with a 

multi-racial option. These categories are 

not specific, and lump together different 

sub-groups into racial majorities, for 

instance Asian subsumes the Asian nations 

as well as Pacific-Islander, and Hispanic 

suggests a pan-ethnic Latino identity 

regardless of national origin. 

 

 



I am in a  
racially ambiguous position  

at the intersection of  
culturally competing  

racial schemas. 

 
 

 

The “cosmic race,” he called it.  

 

(He ran for president of Mexico the year my grandfather was born)  

 

"Por mi raza hablará el espíritu" 

“Por la mujer de mi raza hablará el espíritu” 

 

A fifth race to embrace the races of the world. 

The races of the world coming together on the American continent. 

A fifth race to transcend the races of the world. 

 

A new civilzation, a futuristic race. 

The race of the future. 



The universal era of humanity. 

The common destiny of humanity. 

 

The cosmic race. 

 

We are all made of stardust & other things. 

 
 
 

 

 

“    

Because I, a mestiza, 
continually walk out of one culture and into another, 

because I am in all cultures at the same time, 
alma entre dos mundos, tres, cuatro, 

me zumba la cabeza con lo contradictorio. 
estoy norteada por todas las voces que me hablan simultáneamente.  

 

” 

 

 



 
hablará el 

espíritu 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

el sol – sunbaked brown skin wide open landscapes and vast 
horizons driving through Baja California. Cracking leather 
huaraches and icy cold pulpy pink agua de sandia. Cracked 

leather like the bolillos I will crack open and butter for breakfast. In Jalisco, 
sunbaked brown skin dusty toes and glass bottom boats on Lake Chapala. Faint 
memories now. Since my grandparents sold that house in San Juan Cosala. Now the 
lady that lives in it has the table my grandmother painted with fiesta scenes in the 
town plaza, and the cabinet with a different portrait of Frida painted on every panel. 
An American newspaper interviewed the lady that lives there now; the article was 
talking about the 3 cousins from San Juan Cosala that were murdered by the cartels 
when they went to the plaza to buy tacos.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
春月– my grandmother showed me the scroll that my ひおばあちゃんwrote on 
when she cleaned all the gravestones of our ancestors going all the way back to the 
13 th century. She wrote all of their names as they read on the stones but they weren’t 
their real names, they were the names given to them by the priests when they died. 
Since then, my family in Japan has lost the family grave plot. All those stones with all 
those names, meticulously recorded, and the scroll is all that remains. My 
grandmother said she will give me the scroll one day. For me it is my shotenzenjin. 
She told me that when she dies the ancestor she has always wanted to meet is 春月. 
Spring moon. I always think of  きみひおばあちゃんwhen I see a full moon. She said 
good night to the moon every night, until January 10, 1991 when she didn’t come 
back inside but instead returned to the water. She drowned in the swimming pool 
in my grandparents’ backyard, and I was born 8 hours later. I returned to her when I 
drowned in the same water two and a half years later.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

When I was little I remember  

thinking every Japanese lady I met,  

like distant relatives,  

friends of my grandmother,  

people I saw every summer at Obon,  

had money in their belly button.  

 

My grandma is always grasping every  

opportunity to teach me small little life lessons,  

little mikimoto pearls of wisdom.  



 

“People are like mirrors,” she said.  

“They reflect back to you how you appear to them.” 

 The golden rule. 

“Never spend money unless you have extra stashed away.  

Like a monkey swinging on vines, don’t release one vine 

 until you have a secure vine in the other hand.” Monkeys.  

But the bellybutton one always stuck with me the most.  

 

おへそお金。 

 

She said that Japanese ladies  

had secret bank accounts to keep  

money out of reach from their husbands.  

I guess their bellybutton was the most secret  

place they could find. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is second nature to watch her cook. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 Just like when I was a child, the same images play out. She is hunched over the 
stove in the small square kitchen, shoulders rounded and head down, hair whisping 
at the nape of her neck. She heaves the pots and pans out of the oven and carries 
them to the table, emptying the oven of everything she stores inside of it for lack of 
space. She moves slower than she used to, each step deliberate and heavy, and I am 
reminded of the years that have passed. She selects the pot she needs and fills it 
with water and sets it on the stove, adding a dash of salt with a flick of her wrist to 
help it boil. She shuffles to the right to the only remaining bit of counter space, 
slippers dragging with a swish swish, and sets about cutting the veggies with the 
swift methodical strokes I’ve seen her use for 21 years. The hem of her apron swings 
at the beat of her knife hitting the wooden cutting board as it slices through bell 
peppers. Thunk, thunk, thunk. Swing, swing, swing. She slides them into the pot, 
always with a crooked elbow and hand on her hip as she uses chopsticks to stir the 
ingredients together. Later, as our full stomachs rumble in satisfaction, I watch her 
soapy hands scrape and rinse the huevos rancheros from the pot, plates, and 
spoons. I can’t help but smile at the familiar row of cups lined upside-down on the 
windowsill to dry.  



 
 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

My thoughts are interrupted as my grandfather leaves the room, turning off the 

television and going to bed. “Ashita mañana fat broad” he tells me, the same 

goodnight I’ve gotten for years. “I love you no shit.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “Tadaima,” I think to myself. 

 

 


